VERVE-2019

College cultural fest VERVE-2019 was inaugurated by chief guests Mr. K. Annamalai, IPS, DCP, South Bengaluru and Mr. D.Parvthisam, Vice President - Operations, M/s Sandhar Technologies Ltd., presided by Dr. Mrityunjaya V. Latte Principal, JSSATEB on 2nd May 2019. Prof. Prabhudev Jagdeesh, Dean Student welfare, welcomed the gathering, Mrs. Anuradha M G, Assistant Professor, Electronics communication Engg., read the college report.

On 3rd May 2019, the 2nd day of VERVE 19 Mr and Ms JSS, Meraki Performance, Classical solo, Flimy solo, Instrumental solo, Quiz of wheels, Coding and Debugging, SHUTTER AND FLUTTER, CS:GO, FIFA, MINI SOCCER. Table tennis, Slow Drag, Hogathon, Treasure Hunt, etc., were held, followed by Ms. Shirley Setia, Indo-Kiwi singer and social media star, live in concert, large no. of students, parents and the public witnessed the concert.

On 4th May 2019 the 3rd day of VERVE 19, Solo dance, Split screen, Dhwani team performance, Paper Presentation, Cooking W/o fire, Poets of Bangalore, Mock EPL, Pubg, Mini Cricket, Mini Basketball, Minute to win it, Antakshari, Beg- Borrow Steal, Extempor, etc., were held, followed by a DJ night by well known Indian electronic music producer, Udyan Sagar, better known by his stage name Nucleya. More than 5000 people witnessed the whole program.
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